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Abstract. As a key task in the process of natural language understanding, semantic role labeling 
has been widely used in the field of natural language processing at a higher level, such as information 
extraction, text analysis and machine translation. This paper adopts the current mainstream 
semantic character annotation method based on syntactic tree analysis, proposes a Chinese 
semantic role labeling method that integrates hierarchical syntactic cues, and implements a 
hierarchical annotation model based on conditional random field classifier. On the basis of the model, 
the influence of different syntactic features on system performance is discussed. Different feature 
sets are formulated for verb predicate and noun predicate respectively, and the contribution of each 
feature to the system is analyzed. The experimental results show that the introduction of phrase 
syntax analysis can effectively improve the recognition effect of semantic roles. The results obtained 
in this study have a good reference value for future research. 

Keywords: Semantic Role Labeling, Phrase Syntax Analysis, Syntactic Clue, Conditional Random 
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1. Preface 

Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) is one of the hot research topics in natural language processing. It 
is an implementation of semantic analysis. The so-called SRL is to use the structure of "predicate-
argument role" for a given sentence, and mark the corresponding semantic role component of the 
predicate in the sentence for each predicate (verb predicate or noun predicate, etc.) in the sentence. 
This includes the core semantic roles (such as the caster, the victim, etc.) and the accompanying 
semantic roles (such as location, time, manner, reason, etc.). The semantic role of semantic role 
annotations provides strong support for answering "5W" (Who, What, When, Where and Why) 
questions. This makes it widely used, including question and answer system, referential digestion, 
information retrieval, machine translation and other fields, and has broad application prospects. 

Research on SRL was first proposed by Daniel Gildea and Daniel Jurafsky[1] in 2002.The Daniel 
brothers used clues based on syntax trees when identifying the relationship between predicates and 
arguments. To date, most SRL methods still rely on lexical and syntactic analysis features, and later 
research by Pradhan[2] et al. confirmed the importance of syntactic analysis features to SRL. The 
existing SRLs can be divided into three categories based on the syntactic analysis characteristics used: 
a chunk-based SRL, a phrase-based SRL, and a dependency-based SRL. Compared with the previous 
SRL research, it is found that most of them are limited to certain syntactic structure information, 
ignoring the complementarity between vary of syntactic structure information and lacking the 
exploration of SRL research combined with multi-level syntax structure. In view of the fact that 
multiple syntactic structure information is complementary, this paper proposes a method of merging 
the hierarchical syntactic clues to deal with sentences, including pruning, clause extraction, and 
argument boundary correction. 

2. Related Researches 

Since the Gildea brothers pioneered the use of statistical models for automatic SRL, most of the 
current SRL systems are done using machine learning. The SRL system constructed by the Gildea 
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brothers uses FrameNet's nearly 50,000 hand-labeled corpora, and based on the syntactic analysis of 
the phrase structure, proposes a series of lexical and syntactic features that help semantic role 
recognition, syntactic features et al. On this basis, Johansson and Nugues[3] and others found that the 
dependency syntax tree can provide a better representation of the arguments that identify the predicate. 
Palmer[4] and others used artificially labeled resources to propose a statistical model based on 
features to obtain a relatively high accuracy. Prandhan[5] et al. applied the machine learning method 
of support vector machine to SRL, and obtained good results; Chen et al. used the decision tree C4.5 
algorithm for shallow semantic analysis experiments, Nielsen et al. The random forest algorithm 
appeared in the SRL; Blunsom et al applied the maximum entropy Markov model to the SRL and 
obtained good results; Hacioglu used the analysis result of the dependency syntax to study the SRL. 

In the study of Chinese SRL, Sun (2004) and Xue (2003, 2005), respectively, constructed 1138 
sentences with 10 verbs and Chinese PropBank based on English PropBank, including all predicates 
as experimental corpus. Based on the structure of participle, part of speech and phrase structure, a 
preliminary exploration of Chinese automatic SRL was carried out. After ten years of development, 
the Chinese SRL has made a series of progress. Honglin Sun (2004) and Daniel Jurasky (2004) used 
the SVM method to automate the SRL of 10 specific Chinese verbs. Dong Jing (2006) regards SRL 
as a sequence labeling problem and proposes a SRL method based on the linear chain condition 
random field model. Sun (2010) proposed six new word-related features and seven syntactic structural 
features based on the research of semantic character annotation task related features such as Xue and 
Sun. Wang Wei (2014) proposed to construct a two-layer network for semantic role recognition and 
classification, which is the first attempt of deep learning algorithm in this task. Li Guochen (2016) 
used the synonym word forest semantic resource library to study the influence of different word forest 
information features on semantic role recognition and classification based on the word forest coding 
information. Overall, domestic research on SRL for supervised machine learning methods has made 
great progress. 

3. SRL Incorporating Hierarchical Syntactic Clues 

The basic idea of the basic model constructed in this paper is to regard the semantic role labeling 
as a multi-level classification problem. In the process of identification and classification of semantic 
characters, a certain continuous sentence in the sentence is used as the basic unit of the annotation, 
and then according to certain linguistic knowledge. The syntactic features of the different levels of 
the unit, and the semantic role types of the unit may not belong to any semantic role to form an 
instance of learning, and finally use the conditional random field learning algorithm to automatically 
learn these examples and learn from them. The model predicts the new instance and gets the result of 
the annotation. 

3.1 Corpus Construction 

This study is based on the phrase syntax tree library constructed by the shallow syntactic theory, 
and refers to the information labeling standard of the phrase syntax of the Penn Chinese tree library. 
By incorporating different hierarchical syntactic cues, the corpus construction of fused hierarchical 
syntactic cues is realized. Therefore, in the process of constructing the semantic role labeling corpus, 
this study not only needs to consider the related research on the construction of traditional semantic 
role labeling corpus, such as predicate division and semantic role recognition, but also needs to 
integrate the syntactic information annotation system and hierarchical syntactic clue into the corpus. 

The source of the corpus constructed in this study is news corpus, with a comprehensive semantic 
description and moderate semantic granularity. When traditional Chinese based on shallow syntactic 
theory is used to mark Chinese semantic characters, some semantic relations are difficult to mark 
when the syntax tree structure is kept unchanged. At the same time, there is no simple one-to-one 
correspondence between syntactic structure and semantic structure. Syntax There is no direct 
projection relationship between structure and semantic structure. In response to the above problems, 
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in order to comprehensively describe the semantic relationship, the corpus incorporates multi-level 
phrase syntax clues. The corpus hierarchical structure is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Corpus hierarchical structure display 

3.2 Model Selection 

The annotation method of statistical machine model is a simple and feasible solution for SRL. This 
part will compare the algorithm by using semantic character annotation with multiple linear features. 
The algorithm studies the syntactic components as the basic unit of semantic annotation, and uses 
some annotation classifier to identify and classify the semantic roles of predicates in sentences 
simultaneously. In view of the fact that the conditional random field model can effectively express 
long-distance and interdependent features, it has better performance in practical tasks. Therefore, this 
paper selects the SRL method based on conditional random field model, the principle: for a given 
Observation sequence X={	 １, ２,..., ｎ}, The conditions define the conditional probability of the 
corresponding state sequence Y={ 1, ２,..., ｎ} with the machine field as: 
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In the formula,  a normalization factor such that the probability sum of all state sequences 

is 1. , , ,  Observation sequence 1  and 	  State transfer function at the mark. 
, ,  is the state feature function at the mark of the observation sequence 	i	. 	 and 	 are 

the weight of the corresponding feature function and is estimated by training. In establishing	P |  
State sequence marker	Y	, the solution can be transformed into a solution	P | 	Maximized	 ∗: 
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In the model pre-training phase, when the sentence contains a parallel structure, the first parallel 

component is replaced by the first parallel component in the parallel structure, and the second parallel 
component is pruned. When the clause is extracted and analyzed, the arguments in the clause and the 
predicates in the relative clauses of the clauses belong to different predicates respectively. Therefore, 
the clause can be used as a unit of semantic role analysis. The pruning and clause extraction simplifies 
the complexity of the sentence and shortens the length of the sentence. When the semantic role 
analysis is finished, the boundary of the phrase in the phrase tree is combined with the boundary of 
the argument.  
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3.3 SRL Incorporating Hierarchical Syntactic Clues 

The ideal state of SRL research is based on complete syntactic analysis, but for the moment, the 
performance of Chinese complete syntactic parser is relatively low, and the Chinese semantic 
character labeling effect based on automatic complete syntactic analysis is not ideal. Therefore, the 
Chinese semantic role annotation studied in this paper is based on shallow syntactic analysis. In the 
stage of syntactic analysis, word formation is used to obtain the "phrase syntax" clues of words, which 
effectively alleviates the problem of data sparseness at the word level, thus improving the 
performance of syntactic analysis. In the role labeling stage, the syntactic tree is used to obtain the 
syntactic hierarchical relationship of the target verb, which comprehensively describes the 
hierarchical structure of the verb itself, thus providing more information for the role labeling. The 
specific technical route is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Technology roadmap based on layer secondary sequence annotation  

 
(1) Extraction of syntactic clues 
The features used in this study include two parts, lexical clues and syntactic clues. Lexical cues 

are features based on words, part of speech, the position of a word relative to a target word, and a 
combination of these cues. The syntactic clues referred to in this study refer to clues obtained by 
extracting syntactic level markers and syntactic structure marker information after analyzing all the 
example sentences in the corpus using the phrase syntactic analyzer. 

(2) Clues selection 
In the CRFs algorithm, much of the important information about the data is given by the feature 

function. The CRFs tool gives the definition of these feature functions in the form of feature templates, 
making it easy to select clues and define feature functions. The clues used in this paper mainly include 
word form information, part of speech information, hierarchical syntax information, semantic chunk 
information, predicate verb type information, and hierarchical information between predicate verbs 
and semantic chunks. This paper selects eight basic clues related to predicate nodes that are commonly 
used in semantic role annotation, as shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Clues and explanations related to predicates. 

Lead type Clue description 
Predicate Current predicate
Predicate The predicate is the active voice, the passive voice, or both.

Predicate association
3 lexical blocks before and after the current predicate, better reflecting 

the predicate cues
Predicate 

representation 
Mainly refers to lexical chunks to distinguish predicates of individual 

words 
Positional 

relationship 
Value is "front" or "back" 

Predicate position Where the predicate appears in the sentence 
Predicate child The child of the predicate in the current sentence 
Brotherhood of 

predicate 
Brotherhood of the predicate in the current sentence 
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The more the single feature, the better the system performance is. In the course of the experiment, 
seven levels of clues are added, and the prepositional phrases roles such as time, orientation and 
location are added. The combined roles are shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Clues and descriptions related to the associated nodes 

Syntactic clue 
relationship 

Syntactic clue relationship between current words and central 
words 

Syntactic relationship 
hierarchy 

The syntactic hierarchy from the current word to the central word in 
the phrase syntax tree

Level length 
The hierarchical length from the current word to the central word in 

the phrase syntax tree

Positional relationship 
The current phrase corresponds to the position of the central word in 

the sentence
Verb + voice + position The predicate's voice and its position in the sentence
Predicate + central word The relationship between predicates and central words

Predicate + phrase Combined clues of predicates and phrase types 

4. Experiment and Analysis 

The experimental data is based on the grammar of the syntax tree of Tsinghua University as the 
original corpus. On this basis, the processing is improved with reference to the phrase syntax 
information labeling standard of the Penn Chinese tree library. Using the CRFs annotation model for 
training, the model training process can be accelerated by parallel screening of training samples. 
Through multiple sets of experiments, and compared with the better results of semantic roles in 
CoNILL2005, the results are compared as shown in Table 3 below. 

 
Table 3. The final experimental results are compared with the CoNILL2005 labeling 

 Our CoNILL2005-CRF 

Standard total accuracy 77.32% 74.76% 

 
Experiments show that when the threshold is gradually increased, that is, the number of reserved 

non-semantic characters increases the performance of the system increases first and then decreases. 
This is because as the training set grows, the information becomes richer and the performance of the 
system is improved. When the number of training sets increases to a certain extent, the burden of the 
system increases due to the increase of redundant information caused by non-semantic roles and the 
operating efficiency decreases. Therefore, selecting the appropriate threshold value directly helps to 
improve the system performance. The annotation method of merging hierarchical syntactic cues can 
not only reduce the dependence on the results of syntactic analysis, but also can effectively perform 
automatic SRL when the workload of manual extraction features can be greatly reduced. The labeling 
results are shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Visualization of the labeling results 
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5. Conclusion 

This study is a new attempt to mark Chinese semantic roles. Chinese is different from English. Its 
words, especially verbs, have flexible and diverse usages and no morphological changes. Therefore, 
the shallow syntactic analysis of Chinese encounters more difficulties and problems than English. 
The problem that the traditional annotation model has in the annotation process is to predict some 
semantic role nodes as non-semantic role nodes and some non-semantic roles as semantic roles. If 
filtering is directly based on the prediction results, it is bound to be accidentally deleted. Considering 
the above factors, this paper selects a probability value as the threshold value during filtering. Using 
this method, some semantic role nodes that are mis-predicted can be recalled to some extent. The 
experimental results show that the Chinese SRL method and the traditional SRL method of the fusion 
hierarchical syntactic cues are significantly improved in performance and accuracy. In the next work, 
we will select more relevant, more syntactic and effective relevant clues, and mix them with the 
dependent syntactic features. 
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